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The Independent family of fonts is a compact 
suite of interconnected fonts sharing the same 
underlying structure. The Serif fonts were de-
signed first to set the tone and overall proportions 
of the system, followed by the Sans fonts accom-
panied by Sans Condensed fonts. In addition to 

the three master sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed         
a special Display Hairline font was designed 
based on the proportions of the Serif font – this 
font was also the basis for the masthead although 
it was crafted on its own featuring wide flared 
serifs and an ND ligature. The final set of fonts 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of inter-
connected fonts sharing the same underlying structure. The 
Serif fonts were designed first to set the tone and overall pro-
portions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts accompa-
nied by Sans Condensed fonts. In addition to the three mas-
ter sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Display Hairline 
font was designed based on the proportions of the Serif font 
– this font was also the basis for the masthead although it was 
crafted on its own featuring wide flared serifs and an ND 
ligature. The final set of fonts consist of five Serifs fonts with 
accompanying Italic styles, five Sans and Italics, 5 Sans Con-
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The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite 
of interconnected fonts sharing the same underly-
ing structure. The Serif fonts were designed first to 
set the tone and overall proportions of the system, 
followed by the Sans fonts accompanied by Sans 
Condensed fonts. In addition to the three master 

sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Display 
Hairline font was designed based on the propor-
tions of the Serif font – this font was also the basis 
for the masthead although it was crafted on its own 
featuring wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. 
The final set of fonts consist of five Serifs fonts with 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of intercon-
nected fonts sharing the same underlying structure. The Serif 
fonts were designed first to set the tone and overall proportions 
of the system, followed by the Sans fonts accompanied by Sans 
Condensed fonts. In addition to the three master sets; Serif, 
Sans & Condensed a special Display Hairline font was de-
signed based on the proportions of the Serif font – this font was 
also the basis for the masthead although it was crafted on its 
own featuring wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. The final 
set of fonts consist of five Serifs fonts with accompanying Italic 
styles, five Sans and Italics, 5 Sans Condensed & a high con-
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The Independent family of fonts is a compact 
suite of interconnected fonts sharing the same 
underlying structure. The Serif fonts were de-
signed first to set the tone and overall propor-
tions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts 
accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. In ad-

dition to the three master sets; Serif, Sans & 
Condensed a special Display Hairline font was 
designed based on the proportions of the Serif 
font – this font was also the basis for the mast-
head although it was crafted on its own featur-
ing wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. The 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of inter-
connected fonts sharing the same underlying structure. The 
Serif fonts were designed first to set the tone and overall pro-
portions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts accompa-
nied by Sans Condensed fonts. In addition to the three mas-
ter sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Display Hairline 
font was designed based on the proportions of the Serif font 
– this font was also the basis for the masthead although it 
was crafted on its own featuring wide flared serifs and an 
ND ligature. The final set of fonts consist of five Serifs fonts 
with accompanying Italic styles, five Sans and Italics, 5 Sans 
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The Independent family of fonts is a compact 
suite of interconnected fonts sharing the same 
underlying structure. The Serif fonts were de-
signed first to set the tone and overall propor-
tions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts 
accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. In addi-

tion to the three master sets; Serif, Sans & Con-
densed a special Display Hairline font was de-
signed based on the proportions of the Serif font 
– this font was also the basis for the masthead 
although it was crafted on its own featuring wide 
flared serifs and an ND ligature. The final set of 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of intercon-
nected fonts sharing the same underlying structure. The Serif 
fonts were designed first to set the tone and overall propor-
tions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts accompanied 
by Sans Condensed fonts. In addition to the three master sets; 
Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Display Hairline font was 
designed based on the proportions of the Serif font – this font 
was also the basis for the masthead although it was crafted on 
its own featuring wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. The 
final set of fonts consist of five Serifs fonts with accompanying 
Italic styles, five Sans and Italics, 5 Sans Condensed & a high 
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The Independent family of fonts is a compact 
suite of interconnected fonts sharing the 
same underlying structure. The Serif fonts 
were designed first to set the tone and overall 
proportions of the system, followed by the Sans 
fonts accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. 

In addition to the three master sets; Serif, Sans 
& Condensed a special Display Hairline font 
was designed based on the proportions of the 
Serif font – this font was also the basis for the 
masthead although it was crafted on its own 
featuring wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of inter-
connected fonts sharing the same underlying structure. 
The Serif fonts were designed first to set the tone and overall 
proportions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts ac-
companied by Sans Condensed fonts. In addition to the 
three master sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Dis-
play Hairline font was designed based on the proportions 
of the Serif font – this font was also the basis for the mast-
head although it was crafted on its own featuring wide 
flared serifs and an ND ligature. The final set of fonts con-
sist of five Serifs fonts with accompanying Italic styles, five 
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The Independent family of fonts is a compact 
suite of interconnected fonts sharing the same 
underlying structure. The Serif fonts were de-
signed first to set the tone and overall propor-
tions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts 
accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. In ad-

dition to the three master sets; Serif, Sans & 
Condensed a special Display Hairline font was 
designed based on the proportions of the Serif 
font – this font was also the basis for the mast-
head although it was crafted on its own featur-
ing wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. The 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of inter-
connected fonts sharing the same underlying structure. The 
Serif fonts were designed first to set the tone and overall pro-
portions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts accompa-
nied by Sans Condensed fonts. In addition to the three mas-
ter sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Display Hairline 
font was designed based on the proportions of the Serif font 
– this font was also the basis for the masthead although it 
was crafted on its own featuring wide flared serifs and an 
ND ligature. The final set of fonts consist of five Serifs fonts 
with accompanying Italic styles, five Sans and Italics, 5 
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The Independent family of fonts is a compact 
suite of interconnected fonts sharing the 
same underlying structure. The Serif fonts 
were designed first to set the tone and overall 
proportions of the system, followed by the 
Sans fonts accompanied by Sans Condensed 

fonts. In addition to the three master sets; 
Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Display 
Hairline font was designed based on the pro-
portions of the Serif font – this font was also 
the basis for the masthead although it was 
crafted on its own featuring wide flared serifs 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of in-
terconnected fonts sharing the same underlying struc-
ture. The Serif fonts were designed first to set the tone and 
overall proportions of the system, followed by the Sans 
fonts accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. In addition 
to the three master sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a spe-
cial Display Hairline font was designed based on the pro-
portions of the Serif font – this font was also the basis for 
the masthead although it was crafted on its own featuring 
wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. The final set of 
fonts consist of five Serifs fonts with accompanying Italic 
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The Independent family of fonts is a compact 
suite of interconnected fonts sharing the same 
underlying structure. The Serif fonts were de-
signed first to set the tone and overall propor-
tions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts 
accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. In ad-

dition to the three master sets; Serif, Sans & 
Condensed a special Display Hairline font was 
designed based on the proportions of the Serif 
font – this font was also the basis for the mast-
head although it was crafted on its own featur-
ing wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. The 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of inter-
connected fonts sharing the same underlying structure. 
The Serif fonts were designed first to set the tone and over-
all proportions of the system, followed by the Sans fonts 
accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. In addition to the 
three master sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Dis-
play Hairline font was designed based on the proportions 
of the Serif font – this font was also the basis for the mast-
head although it was crafted on its own featuring wide 
flared serifs and an ND ligature. The final set of fonts con-
sist of five Serifs fonts with accompanying Italic styles, five 
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The Independent family of fonts is a com-
pact suite of interconnected fonts sharing 
the same underlying structure. The Serif 
fonts were designed first to set the tone and 
overall proportions of the system, followed 
by the Sans fonts accompanied by Sans Con-

densed fonts. In addition to the three master 
sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Dis-
play Hairline font was designed based on the 
proportions of the Serif font – this font was 
also the basis for the masthead although it 
was crafted on its own featuring wide flared 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of in-
terconnected fonts sharing the same underlying struc-
ture. The Serif fonts were designed first to set the tone 
and overall proportions of the system, followed by the 
Sans fonts accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. In 
addition to the three master sets; Serif, Sans & Con-
densed a special Display Hairline font was designed 
based on the proportions of the Serif font – this font was 
also the basis for the masthead although it was crafted 
on its own featuring wide flared serifs and an ND liga-
ture. The final set of fonts consist of five Serifs fonts 
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The Independent family of fonts is a compact 
suite of interconnected fonts sharing the 
same underlying structure. The Serif fonts 
were designed first to set the tone and overall 
proportions of the system, followed by the 
Sans fonts accompanied by Sans Condensed 

fonts. In addition to the three master sets; 
Serif, Sans & Condensed a special Display 
Hairline font was designed based on the pro-
portions of the Serif font – this font was also 
the basis for the masthead although it was 
crafted on its own featuring wide flared serifs 

The Independent family of fonts is a compact suite of in-
terconnected fonts sharing the same underlying struc-
ture. The Serif fonts were designed first to set the tone 
and overall proportions of the system, followed by the 
Sans fonts accompanied by Sans Condensed fonts. In ad-
dition to the three master sets; Serif, Sans & Condensed a 
special Display Hairline font was designed based on the 
proportions of the Serif font – this font was also the basis 
for the masthead although it was crafted on its own fea-
turing wide flared serifs and an ND ligature. The final set 
of fonts consist of five Serifs fonts with accompanying 


